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"TO EASE A BURDENED HEART":
Note on Philip Sidney's Sonnets and Songs.
As Philip Sidney protested that he wrote "to ease a burdened heart ''^ but denied that "Petrarch's
long deceased woes " influenced him in the least,3 it is astonishing that one of his most eminent
modern editors flatly contradicted him. " The ' Stella ' of Sidney's adoration was avowedly modelled
on Petrarch's Laura,"3 stated Sir Sidney Lee; and added that a detachment " which comes from much
reading about love in order to write on the subject" is " the central feature of Sidney's sonnets."
But as Sidney in his opening Sonnet describes how " studying inventions fine " of other men did
not help him, and how his Muse said " Fool, look in thy heart and write," the obstinacy with which
some of his editors and biographers persist in treating his poems as literary exercises, is the more
incongruous.4 Lee insisted that both Spenser and Sidney were merely imitating French or Italian
models. But " / am no pictyurse of another's wit," declared Sidney :
"... Know that I, in pure simplicity,
Breathe out the flames which burn within my heart,"5
Simplicity is the last quality which his critics to-day allow him; and what to him were the
most natural similes, appear like "forced fancies" to commentators unfamiliar with the age and
circumstances.6 But Sidney Lee, putting Penelope Lady Rich aside as of no consequence, scoffed
at what he called "specious pretensions to autobiographic confessions which the unwary reader may
he sees in the Sonnets."
Spenser who was one of Philip Sidney's friends makes clear in his own " Astrophel" (1595)
that Sidney's Sonnets were a true story. They were never published in Sidney's lifetime. Five years
after his death, "Syr P.S. His Astrophel and Stella" appeared in print: "I thought it pity anything
proceeding from so rare a man should be obscured," asserted one Thomas Newman when issuing
them piratically. Nash who wrote the Introduction also objected to such jewels remaining "imprisoned
in ladies caskets." But the publication was called in and confiscated: and the Stationer's Register
duly records :
" Item paid to John Wolf when he rid with an answere to my Lord Treasurer, being with her
maiestie in progress, for the taking in of bookes intituled Sir P.S. Astrophel and Stella.
i Sonnet XXXIV.   2 Sonnet XV.
3 " Elizabethan Sonnets" 1904; Introd: p. xxxvii.
* Sir S. Lee not only refused to allow that Sidney meant what he said; but this scepticism was made
to coyer the whole era : " the love in Elizabethan poetry was nearly always feigned," stated Lee.
This is to forget that Spenser's Amoretti were written to his future wife and his Epithakmion was
the description of his own wedding,
s Sonnet XXVIII.
6 A press critic welcoming Sidney's inclusion in "The Muses Library," deplored that his Sonnets are
marred by "forced fancies, . . . partly an inheritance from the Middle Ages," and partly a "new
irrationality of the Renaissance." The example by which the reader may "easily be irritated or
wearied " is the argent and gules of Stella's complexion, (Sonnet XIII) which " tiresome affectation,"
said the reviewer, was " not Sidney " but the fashion of his time. And nobody answered that as
argent and gules (silver and red) were the 'tinctures' (colours) of the Devereux arms, Lady
Penelope would not have failed to see the aptness of the reference.

